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CHAPTER I
THS PHOBLEJi AHQ DSFINZTIOliS OF TIHHS US�B
Th� conaervatiTe Sunday School is both a huaan and
a dlTlna Inatltution, both educational and myatlcal. The
factors which detenalne the success of a church In i^nduct'*
Ing a Sunday School are, therefore, manifold*
Z. TH� PHOBLia
Statement of the problei^� It was the purpose of this
study to observe the largest Sunday School In Lexington,
Kentuelcy, in an effort to d�teniln� the factors #il�h have
eoBV�rgei|^to make this Sunday School so auecessful.
laiDortance of >he study. The philosophy &f religious
education has to do with alms and objectives. Christian cul
ture, the heritage of Christian philosophy must be maintained
through the Christianizing of America's youth. The clearest
approach to an understanding of the manner In whl^ this
goal can be realised Is 1^ observing the methods hy which It
is being realised in certain qwarters. In both the proper
understanding and Implementation of right principles of
religious edacatlon lies the hope and laeans of maintaining
the Christian heritage.
II. DfiFINITIOHS OF TERMS USED
SL IM cfaarch* The aim is determined by the
beliefs of the ohttrch regarding the nature of God and of
man. These in turn are determined by the approach to the
teachings of the Bible. The church which was studied, ac
cepts the Bible as the inspired Word of Ood. Because the
Bible tea<^es that Christ, the Sen of God, died to save
mankind from the bonds and consequences of sin, the purpose
of the church is to awaken in men a realisation of their
spiritual liabilities, and to lead them Into an experiential
knowledge of the adequacy of Oirlst's atonement*
Transmlsslvs teachinj^. This type of teaching leans
heavily upon the precepts of tradition. It implies the in*
doctrinatlon of students with moral and spiritual value
judgments which were accepted by our forefathers. Trans-
missive teaching is grovmded In the acceptance of the Bible
as the Word of God.
Bible centered* If the Bible is held to be the time
less authority and source of truth, the Sunday School curric
ulum growing out of such conviction, will, of course, be
cantered in the teachings of the Bible.
Extra-Biblical material. The Bible is not graded*
Therefore projects, periodicals, activity material and
3pietures ar� used to aid the child In learning the basic
truths revealed in the Bible* Any extra-Biblical material
used in a conservative program is never an end In itself,
but is the most adequate means known by which Bible truths
can be taught to immature minds*
It is thus seen that the aim of this church has grown
out of its aceeptanee of the Bible as the revelation of Ood*
Therefore, the exercise of tranenlsslve, Bible centered teach
ing, and even the use of extra-Biblical material stems from,
and is in order to the realization of the aim.
Conservative* This Is a theological term used to
signify any person or group whleh champions the beliefs
stated in the above definitions*
OIAPTEH II
THS NURSSRY DEPARTMENTS
The Hursery Is the only part of the Sunday School
that is divided into three separate departments, one for
children under two yeara, composed of the Cradly Roll and
Toddlers, and one each for two and three year olds.
Department for pupils under two years of age, includ*
ing the Cradle Roll. This department is located on the main
floor of the religious education building and is therefore
readily accessible to the young pupils. The religious educa
tion building is a new beautiful addition to the old church
building. Although many of the departments are located in
the new annex, some departments, for the sake of economy,
have remained in the eld chur<^ building.
The walls of the Cradle Roll room are pastel blue,
and the ceiling, white. The room has one window with frosted
glass, Venetian blinds and curtains, and two large fluorescent
ceiling lamps, as well as two germicidal lamps, for extra
protection. During the time this department was being
observed, five attendants, dressed in spotless white uniforms
were taking care of the children, giving them constant atten
tion.
The room is separated into two equal sections by a
5waist high pftrtiti0n which sxtends across ths rooa latsraXly.
In ths back half of ths rooa is loeatsd ths Cradls Roll con
taining six saall, and four largs baby bads. The front half
of the rooa serwes as a play area for the Toddlers. Access
frea either side of the roon to the other Is gained through
a hinged gate in ths partition. Adjsoent to the Cradle Roll
area are a snail bathroon and a closet where uniforms are
kept.
In one corner of the play area is a large white oab-
Inet lAileh contains adsquste nvar99ry equipment. The lower
part of the cabinet houses a wide assor^ent of toys, both
Tisible and asseaslble to the youngsters. The upper half
contains dosed compartments�one for each baby enrolled in
the Cradle Roll. �soh pupil is assigned a certain compart
ment permanently, to which his name is attached, ^hen par
ents bring their children to class they put the baby*s food
and other necessities in the designated compartment. This
arrangement enables the attendants to properly care for the
children with maximum efficiency. Ivery child demande a
drink of water periodically. The cupboard is equipped with
paper drinking cups to meet his perennial need. The floor
is eoversd with linoleum.
A large adjustable loud speaker In the room affords
the workers a means for hearing the warship service. The
department has two entrances, one a side door with plain
6glass for obserTatioDt leading directly to the Cradle Roll
area, and a naln entrance which opens Into the play area.
The door at the main entrance Is both unlqtie and practical.
It Is divided Into two equal sections, permitting the top
half to be open for ventilation and observation, while the
lower half is kept closed to prevent unauthorized exciting
of the Toddlers.
No formal religious training whatever is given in
this department. The aim of this Rursery department regard
ing the children is simply to orient them to the Sunday School
atmosphere, and to make it a pleasant experience which the
youngsters will desire to repeat again and again.
Nursery visitation. A very important adjunct to the
work of this department is the Cradle Roll visitation pro
gram. This is carried on by the Cradle Roll superintendent,
secretary, Assistant secretary, and a few other workers.
This group is responsible for visiting all neighborhood
homes into which a baby has recently been born, seeking the
parent's consent to enroll the baby on the Cradle Roll.
Kxperlenee has demonstrated that most parents are willing
to cooperate. Thus, one or both of the parents bring the
child to Sunday School and almost Invariably stay for the
morning worship ssrvlce.
Noteworthy is the fact that the interest of the par-
7�n%� la not takan for granted after they bring their child
two or th^ree tinea. All aenbers of the Cradle Koll are
Tisited in their honea at leaat once a nonth until they
be cone between two and three yeara of age. That an aabitious
Tieitation progran 1� an abeolute eeeential in tht program of
a eueeeeaful Sunday School, ia enphasized by the auperinten-
dent.
Althottgjh the teachers in ^le departments below the
young people's level do weekday visitation work, the Cradle
Roll workers who take care of Utie babies during the morning
service are not encouraged or expected to be a part of the
visitation program. A secondary aim of the church is to so
licit the participation and cooperation of as many of the
^urch members as possible in conducting the work of the
chureh and Sunday School. Dividing the visitation work
among a sizabls group of members helpe carry out this aim.
A paid worker supervises the Cradle Roll attendants
daring the morning worship, and is eolsly responsible for
taking care of the babies daring the evening service.
Every month the parents of the Cradle ^oll members
are given a copy of Home Life, s magasine published ex
pressly for parents, by the Southern Baptist Sunday School
Board*
Nursery department for the two year olds. This is
8th� jfooagest ^Imrns fr religious insimeiioa. Nssdlees to
say, this group prsssnts a difficult tsachlng challsngs.
Ths hour ia largely giren to activities, transsisalTe teach
ing being sandwiched In during opportune nonents. The first
part of the period is given to aaking paper cutouts. On ths
day thsy were observed, the children were making paper birds.
The teacher then wrote a Bible verse on the project, for the
parents to read to the child after his arrival heae.
After the cutout work the children sang motion songs.
In one such song they clasped hands and narohed around a
circle singing "this is the way we go to church." When the
teachers sense that the children have become sufficiently
receptive, they have prayer. One of the teachers leads the
prayer a phrase at a time. After each phrase another teach
er leads the children in repeating the phrase. This seemed
to afford an excellent opportunity for transmlssive teaching*
Following the prayer, the children gathered around one of the
teachers, who told a story. Although some of the pupils
seemed preoccupied with toys rather than Interested inthe
story, one teacher stated that the extent to which the pup
ils absorb the stories while they appear disinterested is
little short of amazing. Parents have reported their chil
dren reiterating the songs and motions engaged In, and the
content of the story told during the Sunday School hour,
with almost graphic accuracy. The religious training alss
9InslQdas a ntnory Tare* which the children recite*
After this tiae sf foraal iaatr�ctlon the papiis
resoae play with toys, blocks and cutouts. During this in
formal tine the teachers often seise the opportunity to in*
Je�t a truth about Qod or the Sorlptures which nay be allud
ed to in relation to something a child has done or said.
This department includes a superintendent, three teachers,
and a dspartoent secretary who gives the pupils very sdsqnate
attention*
gquioment* On the secretary's desk near the entrance
is a little basket into whlc^ the children put their offerings
as they enter. Like most of the other departments, this one
has a double door entrance whleh coneiste of two full length
doors whleh are hinged at opposite ends and swing out from
the center. The walls of the room are in light pastel green,
and the woodwork in darker green. Two frosted windowe pro
vide adsquste lighting and ventilation*
Along one wall is a row of coat hangers at the chil
dren's Isvsl. Having the coats in the department room was
sf some advantage not only in that it minimised confusion
during the cloaing minutes, ^t it gave tfee teacher oppor
tunity to put projects into ths children's coat pockets
when she thought the pupils might otherwise l6S� the mster-
lal before going home*
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A% the close of the period each child is given an
attractive letter to the parents in the form of a large
leaflet. Part of the material in th� leaflet is for the
parents to read to the children. Also, once a month the
papile are given an attractive Christian magasine called
Home Life, expressly for the parents. More is said regard
ing these and other types of literature used in the Sunday
School in the chapter dealing �ith literature.
All the materials used hy this department are kept in
a closet. This la a fortunate space saver. Inasmuch as the
room is the smallest In the Nursery department. The closet
does a�ay with the need for a spaee consuming cabinet in the
room.
^t^rsi^ry departraent fo,r th,e three year pjlds. This de
partment is in th� new religious education annex, adjacent
to the Hursery dspartment for pupils under two years of age.
flhen the children enter the room they place their
offerings in a little basket located conveniently on the
secretary's desk near the entrance. Beside the basket there
is always some type of artwork or other activity to immed
iately attract their attention. On one occasion they cut
out figures of various types of vegetables and pasted them
on a poster, to depict the good things which Ood grows in
our gardens.
II
On the dny observed, a buneh of pane lee wee on the
daslc. Saeh child was given one, and under the gnidanee of
t�o teachera, out out larga paper paneiea, fol loving the
originals, of eearse, aa cloaely ae poaaibla. The paneiea
repraaaoiad part of the beauty which God put into the world.
To all activitiea religious truth was applied.
After the activity period, whleh constituted about
forty per cent of the hour, the pupils eat in their chairs
whleh had been placed in a large circle, and were led in an
extended period of singing notion aongs, sudi aa "wlinb.
Climb, up Sunshine Mountain", during i^lch time they remained
seated. They entered into the singing wil^ great enjoyment.
Occasionally a child, especially a new pupil who was not yet
fully accustomed to the Sunday School environment, stood
alone in a far corner and cried or pouted. The department
has enough workers to adequately handle such situations. One
of the teachers devoted her full time and attention to com-
fort ing the child. This was not only helpful to him, but pre
vented distraction of other children.
Following the singing period, the children were led
in a prayer chorus followed by prayer. Then, for the last
ten minutes of the period one of the teachers told a story,
illustrating It by the use of pictures about thirty by twen
ty four inches In sise. Althou^ most of the pupils gathered
around the teacher with much Interest, the attention of
soBtt beearaa diverted regardless of the effort extended to
maintain It. The activity, singing and story period are eo
arranged as to last about aa long as the attention of the pu
pils can be focused on any one item or activity. Each succes
sive part of the program carried with it a little more teach
ing value, 80 that when the children left the class they
carried fresh in their minds the Bible story Just concluded.
Souipnent. The room was decorated similarly to that
housing the pupils under two years of age, with paatel blue
walla, frosted windowe with Venetian blinds, and fluorescent
lighting. The children do their art work on long white
tables, snd sit on small white chairs. The art work and
other materials are kept in a closet which is locked except
during the Sunday School period. The secretary's dssk is very
elmple, with no drawers or other equipment, which might be
given to unauthorized exploration. No toys are used In this
department. The entrance is similar to that leading to the
Toddler's play area, with a split door, the top half of
which Is usually kept open for ventilation and observation,
while the bottom half is, of course, kept closed. Unlike
the Toddler- Cradle Holl department, which has linoleum floor
covering, all other departments in the Sunday School, for
the sake of economy, are without floor coverings.
CHAPTSR III
THE BEGINNER'S DEPARTMENT
The Beginners are divided into two departments, for
four and five year olds respeoti vely.
Beginner's Department for four year olds, When the
children entered the room at the beginning of the hour they
placed their offerings in a little basket, and lined up in
the middle of the room to form a "choir." The teachers told
them that it would not be many years until they would be in
the big choir singing in the worship services. After singing
several of their favorite choruses they divided into class
groups. Each class seated itself around U shaped tables
while the teacher tabulated the class record for htr respective
group. Occasionally, following this, the children, while
gathered around the tables, engaged In some form of art workf
Dividing the group into classes simplifies the keeping of
records and orients the children to "going to classes." The
records for all departments below the Junior level are
evaluated in terras of the two point system, with sixty per
cent given for attendance, and forty per cent credit for
being on time.
After the class session the children formed a large
X4
eireX# aroond thm �tddla of tba room with tbalr ehalra, and
atood in front of titan. Aftar singing aavaral mors eborusss,
most of Sbiah wars acoompanisd by motions, tbay olHisrvad ths
birtliday ritual. At one and of ths ro-H� sas a trsllis in
ths form of an arch, and undar the arch a cnshionsd chair and
a tabla. Above ths chair a larga siip^ read "Happy Birthday**.
Tha pupil who has had a birthday ths previous seelc sits in
ths birthday seat. Then a lighted candle for each year of
age is plaesd on the table before the child, �ho then blsss
out the flames. The boys and girls then sing "Happy Birth
day* to the hsnored child, followed by a prayer lead by one
of the teachera, aeeklng 9od*s continued favor upon the
child.
Fallowing this, the superintendent asks for prayer
rsqusste. Tha manner In �feiah the ehildran respond with re
quests Is very gratifying, the superintendent stated. Shs
then leads tha group in prayer, remaiaberln^ ths special rs-
<pieste �
Stsf^ tine then follows. The chlldrsn sit down In a
eirele while �ie superlntsndsnt relatiw the story for the dsy.
Before the clssa of ths hoar on the day observe, ths leader
asked one boy abent something commendabls she Jmew he had
done the past wsek. Tha children again resumed their choir
formation and sang for the visitors several songs including
"X Wash l^y Hands*, and "Ths Oospel Train".
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After the period was closed with prayer, the story
leaflets were distributed. ThB department secretary put a
pupil's name on each leaflet, so that each child had his own.
A colored picture ia on the front of the leaflet, and a sim
ple story depicting a Bible truth is printed on the inside
and back. This material follows an almost universally employ
ed format. To avoid confusion, the coats which are. hung in
the room, are passed out to each child by the teachers.
A high degree of spirituality among the teachera and
superintendent were evidenced, '^h&y are pereon4 of much
faith and prayer. The superintendent, In su^sgesting a word
of advice, stated that the success of a class or department
depends not so much on the brilliance and training of the
teachers, hit upon their consecration and spirituality, She
leans heavily upon the guidance of the Holy Spirit In select
ing teachers and workers, and testified to the fruitfulness
of this trust. After being providentially directed to seek
the services of a particular member of the church, she re
quests the person to pray about the matter to discover if
there may be any doubt concerning her entering into the task.
The superintendent prefixes several of the choruses
with an application of the lines of truth in the aongs.
Before singing *I Wash i*y Hands", the children were exhorted
to have clean hands and hearts so they can do iriiat Jesus
would have them to do. She admonished the children not to
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go anywbero or do anything that would def 11a their hands and
hearts and make them unpleasing to Jesus. Thus, because of
the high degree of spirituality among the teachers in this
department, the infonaal curriculum contained an abundance
of transfflisalTe teaching.
Equipnent. The department being In the new religious
education building, the pastel rose walls and woodwork and
the fluorescent lighting is very attractive. The room has
five frosted windows with Venetian blinds, and five U shaped
class tables. Class enrollment In all departments below the
young peoples is generally limited to a maximum of eight
members, enabling the teacher to maintain the visitation
program among her own cilass members. An attractive cabinet
contains all the art work supplies, and a large secretary's
desk holds all the department literature and recorda.
A generous use of. colored pictures Is evident. On
the birthday srch is displayed a large copy of the picture
featured on the leaflet which la given to each child. In one
corner is a series of larga pictures, transmlssive in nature.
One depicts a buy praying baalde his bed, one shows Christ
with the little children, another portrays a mother giving
to her children money to be given aa an offering In Sunday
School, and other pictures shows pupils in Sunday School
singing and studying the Bible. There Is also a display of
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smaller colored pictures Illustrating good deeds being done
by the children.
A very unique exhibit of transmissive art work, hang
ing on one wall, like a tapestry, is a large crayon colored
mur^l which the department did under the supervision of a
consecrated art teacher. The picture, which includes a
church, home, automobiles and people, are affixed to the
mural by thumb tacka. The scene depicts a small community,
and the cloae relationship between home and church. Most of
the pGople walking to church are in groups of two or three,
suggesting that very few pupils come by themselves, but
usually bring others with them. This lesson has been effect
ive in stirring the cdiildren to bring their neighborhood
playmates to Sunday School with them, the superintendent
stated.
Beginners department � five year olds. This depart
nent consists of one very large room with five U shaped
class tables located near the walla of the room, glvii^
a large middle area for marching.
When the children enter the room they proceed immed
iately to their respective class areas and seat themselves
by their class table, where their teachers are waiting for
them. Department superintendents are urged to be in Siu�iay
School twenty minutes before starting time, and the teachers
ten minutes before. This of course prevents the session
18
from beginning with b�dlcn whleh would Inevitably oeeur If
the teaching pereonnel were not there before the arrival of
the flret p�p 11a.
A Gonelderable difference In dlaclpllne and maturity
between the four and five year olds was noticed. One year
of proper training can make a surprising difference. About
half of the hour la given to group participation In singing
and prayer, under the direction of the superintendent. This
aeoorde with Benson who states that In the Beginner's de
partnent the superintendent and platform exercises are most
InportAnt, although more attention is given here to class
instruction than in the younger groups^
^
Tha five year olds, teeming with energy, went throu^
one motion chorus after another, the teachers participating
in tha activity with them. After an extended period of
a ing ing the children sat down in their respective class
groups, and ware led in prayer by one of the teachers.
Much ado was nads over visitors and pupils who had been ab-
ssnt, sspecially those who had been absent because of Illness.
Those eurrsntly absent are made "conspicuous by their
absence", ^ the superintendent's expressing her regrets
that they are not preaant.
^ Clarence H. Benson, The Sunday School in Action.
(Chicago: Moody Press, 1941) p. 153
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Sh� inquireA of the other children about the absentees, ask
ing if they know the others are not in Sunday School,
All Tiaitore and those eho have been recently absent were
asked to stand in the aiddle of the rooa while the others
sang a welcoae song to thea.
Just prior to the lesson period, the children enjoyed
a season of exercise, during which the pianist played a
aarching tune and the children in single file marched all
around the rooa on their tiptoes. This type of activity is
great sport to the children. The purpose is of course to
give vent to their restlessness, so they will be attentive
during the class period. This is the youngest group to
whleh foraal class instruction is given.
The first, and greater part of the class period was
given to transalasive Bible centared teaching, in which the
teacher used teaching helps suggested in the teacher's mag-
as ines, Ths Teacher and The Builder, and the Sunday School
quarterly, published by the Southern Mptlst Board. Although
all the classes are in the same room, and no partition sep
arates the classes, the groups seemed to pay little attention
to each other. This was partly due to the fact that each
group did the same thing, to the adequate distance between
the classes, and to the Indoctrination and discipline re
ceived during the previous years.
Th� laat par% of the lesson period was spent in drav-
ing. These extra-Biblieal naterials also had some religious
teaching faluss, and kspt the children interested in the
Sunday School work after their interest in the formal lesson
presentation had waned. Ths children seemed to love this
work. In keeping with the law of effect in learning, which
in essence is the statement that if an act is enjoyable the
g
participant desires to repeat it, the art work, so enjoyable
to the children, leaves them desirous of returning to liunday
School the following week.
The closing moEents of the period were spent in rec
itation of the day's memory work, each class standing sep
arately and reciting the verse learned during the period.
All the teachers in this department were young. This of
course speaks well of the church in encouraging and solicit
ing the young people to participate and bear responsibility
in the program of the church. As has been stated, this Is
in keeping with on� of th� secondary alms of the church, to
get as many people to share in the work of the church as
possible.
EQUioment. The tables in this department are as
George Herman Flckes, Principles of Religious
Induce tion. (Hew Tork, rieming H. Revell Co., 1937) p. 234
SI
for the four yeer olds, made in a tl ahaped form, with the
teacher inside the semi-circle, so she can readily face all
the children. The room ia decorated in pastel rose, and has
four frosted windows and flourescent lighting. The depart
ment has a piano and a full time pianist so that none of the
teachers hare to be apart from their classes during any part
of the period. The room has a large secretary's desk, Sst-
eral Bible pictures on the solid wall opposite the windows,
are hung on wire suspended across the length of the wall.
CHAPTSR IV
THE PRIM/\Ry DEPARTMENTS
Th� Prinary XsTel of tha Sunday School obaervad in
this projoot, is divided into two departments, one for chil
dren six and seven years of age, and another for those eight
yeara of age.
Primary department for pupils six ^nd seven years o|.
age. Upon entering the department at the beginning of tha
hour, the children precede directly to their class tables
designed like those used by the Beginners, The worship ser
vice is begun with the singing of a group of choruses such as
"Deep and Wide", and "Oh, that a Wonder that Jesus Found Me".
The regular Sunday School offering is taken within
each clas8 in plastic offering plates. Then, while the group
sings s song of gratitude to Ood, one member of each class
marches to the secretary's dssk with the offering from his
class.
A form of Bible drill then follows in which the group
stands, and led by the superintendent, recites together the
memory verses learned the previous two or three Sundays. This
serves as an effective review.
The birthday ceremony then follows. The child being
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heaored is front of the roon and ia seated in the
bir^day ehair. The pupil chooses whom he desires to hold
the birthday basket while he drops in the container a penny
for each year of his age, as the pennies are dropped in
the basket consecutively, the children sing "one, two, three"
� � . etc,, until the last of tha coins has entered the bas
ket. The group recognition is then concluded with the sing
ing of the birthday song.
A special offering is currently being taken each
Sunday toward the building of the Central Baptist Hospital.
A designated coin receptacle Is placed on the superintendent's
desk in front of the rooa, and all the children having money
to give to this cause come forward and deposit it in the
receptacle.
Then follows the reading of a Scripture passage,
prayer, and the telling of a story by the superintendent.
The content of the narrative usually emphasizes the meaning
of the Scripture verses read, with the conclusion of the
story the class period begins.
With art work and other activity largely limited to
the Beglimers' department, the curriculum for the Primary
department Is seen to be more Bible centered than that for
the five year old pupils. The only extra Biblical aaterial
used, and that as an aid to tranaalaslve teaching, is the
pupil's quarterly containing large colored Biblical pictures
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with rcl�t�4 stories t s aeiaory Torss for each week, and var*
ious nodes of aetlTlty In oon^unctlon with the lesson, such
aa aatehlng and completion tests.
Aa la the case with the five year old Beginners, the
Prinary groupa, at the close of the class period, stand and
recite by classes, the day*s memory verse.
Equipment. This department, located in the new edu*
cation annex, is decorated in pastel rose, and has floures*
cent lighting, and six frosted windows with Venetian blinds.
Hine D shaped class tables, scattered throughout the rooa
are separated by an ingenious arrangeraent of curtains sua-
pended on rods anchored to the ceiling. Curtains are nac*
essary to prevent distraction because of the cloae proximity
of the tables to each other.
On all the walls in the departaent are displayed
Class Becord Charts. Those attending and on time each sun-
day receive a gold star after their names. The classes
average nine members each. Because of the n�ed for visita
tion work in classes of this size is considerable, the super
intendent and her asaiatant aid the teachers in carrying out
the prograra.
Prinary department for eight year <^,ld pupils. This
department ia adjacent to that housing the six and seven
year old Primary group, in the new building. Thus the
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architeSture and aquipnant ara alaoat idantieal. Tha anroll-
oant la aonaldarably anallar among the eight year old pupils,
hoitever* Although the classes average nine members each, thla
department has only six elasses.
Although the opening worship procedure is much the
same as with the younger group, a greater emphasis is placed
on the act of worship with the eight year olds. It was ob
served that four prayers were offered during the platform
exercises, one being an extended sei^on of prayer. In their
prayer requests these children showed a marked degree of
maturity. Although a tendency yet exists to look upon child
worship periods as "play", Benson insists that the spirit of
worship in children should be encouraged.
AS with the younger group, three offerings, the reg
ular Sunday Sc^ol offering, hospital, and birthday collec-
tlone were taken. It is considered an essential teaching
task to Instill in the children the realization that they
should give offerings to the church regularly in support
of its every function.
Two of the teachers in this department, veterans of
many years experience, are noted for having fulfilled the
aim of the church by leading their entire class membership
3 Clarence H. Benson, The Sunday School in Action.
(Chicago: Moody Press, 1941), p. 211
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to Christ daring ths yssr that ths sight year oXd ptiplXe
were onder their leadership.
Boys and girls neet together In these classes. They
becone segregated for the flret time In Sunday School when
they advance to ths Junior dspsrtnsnt.
^Qulpnent. Becsuss of the fewer tables and classes
In this departmsnt, curtains are not used. This department,
like all ths othsrs, hae a plmm. Although no supply cabinet
la ased, the aeeretary^s desk is sufficiently large to pro
vide storsge for naterials used by this group.
All of ths Bsginnera and Primary departments are
housed In the same section of the building, the departmental
rooms being entered from the same corridor. The aeparatlon
of these departnenta from the rest of the eehool Is signlf-
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leant sf development of better pedagogical methoda. Along
both walls of the long corridor are rose of eoat hangera
for the pupil 'a wrapa.
At the entrance to the corridor through whleh all
the Beginner and Primary children paaa as they enter their
dspsrtaental rooms, are two nodern, spotless washrooms.
Tha members of all departments and classes can pro-
cede directly fron the Sunday School to the church worship
aervles.
CHAPTSR V
THE JUNIOR DSPARTMSNTS
There are two Junior departments, one for nine year
olds, and the other for pupils frora ten to twelve years of
age*
Junior department for nine year old pupils. The chil
dren in this departnent nset together for the opening exer
cises. Ths convsntional type of seating arrangement is used
for this group, with folding chaira plactd cl^Jse together in
rows, facing the front. When the children enter the assenbly
room at the beginning of the hour, they sit in classes.
The ;}oint worship service is begun with the singing
of several songs and choruses. The superintendent and teach
ers are urged by the general superintendent to use choruses
extei^Ively, because the meaning of some of the words and
the concepts in many of the hymns, are too advanced for the
children to grasp. They do sing a few old time hymns, how
ever, such as "Love Lifted Me".
Prskj&r follows. Then the superintendent leads the
group In a Bible drill, in which she suggests numerous Bible
verses. The first child finding the reference reads the
verse. The meaning of all the verses recited will center in
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th� sane thought, such as ioire, faith, or kindnees. The group
leader etriree to inject variety into the a ctivity part of
the progran each � eek. The telling of a story follows, in
which the truths enphasized in the Bible verses are expressed
in a particular way.
Any pupil having had a birthday the past week then
comes forward and puts ths number of pennies representing
his ags into the birthday bank. Following this, cardboard
offering folders are circulated, in iriiich dimes are placed
by the students, the proceeds going to the Central Baptist
Hospital Fund. The pupils then goc to their class rooms.
The only projects In which these unions engage are the leans*
ing of the books of the Bible, the names of Christ's disciples,
and certain selected Scripture passages. Ho activities are
pursued. Hie only extra-Biblical material used in the class
sessions is a department graded quarterly containing colored
pictures portrsying Biblical scenes, simplified Bible stories,
eonpletion and aatehing tests, and other similar leason
activitlas.
The size of the classes, which are limited to an en-
rollasnt of froa six to ten members each, serves two basic
purposes. One is the carrying out of the program of trans
mlssive teaching with greatest effectiveness. Small groups
afford the beet possible conditions for transmlssive teach
ing, because the teaser is more able, with a few pupils.
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to know and undaratand needs and interests of each one and
deal with them on a personal basis. The other purpose is
taat of most satisfactorily carrying out the visitation work
of the Sunday School, The teacher, responsible for only a
few pupils, is able and expected to carry out the visitation
program necessary for the maintenance and growth of his or
her class.
The nine year olds are the youngest users of what is
known as the six point system. Each child has hii^ own offer
ing envelope, with a six point chart printed on the front, on
which he checks his own score before Sunday School. Ahan the
offering is taKen in the class room, the ciaos secretary en
ters each pupil* E score on the record book. Attendance is
evaluated at twenty per cent, punctuality, ten per cent,
bringing a Bible, ten per cent, having the 3,es8on prepared,
thirty per cent, and staying for the morning worship twenty
per cent. It is seen that, not only does the church atten
dance count for as much as presence in Sunday tichool, but
having the lesson prepared counts even more. In this way,
the importance of studying the Bible is impressed upon the
children. This procedure is not only a matter of transmlss
ive teaching, through the ln�tilling of value Judgments,
but is also a sound psychological practice, in that Bierely
presenting high standards to children acts ae a suggestion
for their acceptance*''
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&QUlp�#w%� Th9 Junior departments have full slsed
netal folding chairs with rubber tips on the bottom of the
lege. Each department includes seven elsBsrooms, all of
which are adjacent to, and entered frt�m the assembly rooms.
^hen the puplla retire to their classes thsy do not leave
the department rooa, eo do not disturb any other departments
or clssses. A large blackboard is located in the front of
the assembly room, and the departmental seeretary*s desk Is
In the left rear comer.
Unlike the I^ursery and Beginners* departments, which
are in the beautiful new education annex, the Junior depart*
ments are In the old church building�� the nine year olds on
the second floor, and the older Juniors In the basement.
The Sunday School Is fortunate, however, that these depart-
aental rooms, though not as modern and colorful as those in
the new addition, were efficiently designed when built. The
doors to all elassss have frosted glass. The class rooms
are, of course, small. Some of the rooms have benches built
along the length of the three solid walla, with the teacher's
desk located at the end of the room opposite the door.
One of the rooms has five mottos, including the polg*
nant "la My Heme written There?" There is a blackboard and
a map of Palestine also. In another room hangs a large
graph of the Old Testament books, divided into classifica
tions, as well as a picture of Christ in Oethsemane, six
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�ottes, and a larga map of Bible lands. Some of the rooms
are of course without windows, while those which have windows
ara used as girl's classrooms and are furnished with drapes.
The girls and boys have separate cla
Junior department for ten to twelve year old pupils.
This department, located in the church basement, is similar
in appearance and function to the Junior department Just
duscussed and Miploys a like seating arrangement for the
opening exercises.
Although the order of worship is much the same, there
is a somewhat wider use of hymns, with choruses predominating.
The Bible drills conducted by the superintendent are more
advanced than for the nine year old pupils. In one such drill
the auper Intendent gives a Scripture reference, and reads
the verse, omitting, however, one or two meaningful words.
The object of the exercise is for each of the children to
seek to be first In locating the reference in his own Bible,
discovering the omitted words, and reciting them to the
superintendent. This process is repeated several times, us
ing, of course, a different reference each time. Each group
of references contains a similar truth, so that, the drill
"in to to**, presents a Scripture lesson.
Although both Junior departments use the same quarter
ly, the curriculum of the older group Is more Bible centered.
In one class observed. Bibles, of which an abundance was
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evident, *ere dlatrlbiited to each meraber, and the leseon was
read and studied directly frora the Bcriptures.
Class sessions for the sixty five aeiabers of the de-
parttflent are conducted in thirteen araall clasaroosBs which
border th3 aaseubly room on three sides. As was mentioned
in connection with the nine year olds, amall classes ara in
kasfilng with tha elms of the church.
^guiiMBent. The equipment in this department, includ
ing the furnishings of the class rooms, is similar to that
in the other department.
C3UPTER VI
THS INTERMEDIATE DEPARTMEKTS
Th� IntariBedlatea are divided into two departments,
one for thirteen and fourteen year olds, and the other for
fifteen and sixteen year olds. However, only in the case of
the Intennedlates do both departments meet as a unit In one
room. The younger group sits on the left side of the large
assenbly room, and the fifteen and sixteen year old pupils
on the right side. Each side has its own entrance at the
rear.
During the opening exercises a general superintendent
presides over both departments, which join in prayer, the
singing of hymns, and announcements. Following the Joint
opening worship period, a corrugated sound proof plastic
partition Is extended the length of the room, dividing the
large room Into two assemblies of equal else, and separating
the younger and older groups.
Each department has Its own devotional period, led by
the respective departmental seoretarlea. In the departaent
observed, a short, challenging message was presented. The
speaker related a story about a young reserve military off
icer who, upon receiving notice to report for active duty,
acknowledged the call to arms with the reply, "Ready, depend-
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able, expendable."* The spiritual applicatlan was clear� that
Christians should In like fashion respond to Christ's claltas
apon them, and offer themselves in His service. This short
devotional season renders the children spiritually conditioned
for the class period which follows*
The Intermediates ar� the youngest group to elect
seven class officers. At the beginning of the class hour the
six point envelopes with offerings are received, and the scores
are recorded by the class secretary. The curriculum in this
department is quite thoroughly Bible centered. The degree to
which the department graded quarterly is used is determined
somswhat by the teacher. In one class observed the quarter
lies were used by the pupils as lesson aids while in amther
the teacher referred to the teacher's quarterly and the chil
dren studied directly from the Bible. More than enough
copies of the Scriptures were In the room to meet the pupil's
needs. The tcsching period ia closed with prayer, after
which the pupils who stay for the worship service go directly
to the main auditorium.
Sight class rooms are adjacent to the younger Inter
mediate's assembly room. They are: two rooms each for thir
teen and fourteen year old boys, and two each for the girls
of the sasie ages. The arrangement is similar for the older
group, with two rooms each for the fifteen and sixteen year
old boys, and like provisions for the girls.
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#lth an enroilaent of ninaty-ona, tha younger Inter-
aedlatea average alnost twelve pupils per elaaa. The classes
compoaed of fifteen and sixteen year old pupils average only
six members each* As has been mentioned, small classes are
in keeping with the transciissive teaching aim and the visita
tion program of the church.
As should be the case, superintendants, teachers, and
othere who participate in the visitation program submit a
monthly report of their work to the general superintendent.
These workers are instructed never to regard apparently
disinterested pnplls as hopeless cases. The superintendent
strongly believes that few persons fall into this category.
In faot, no pupil is permitted to be dropped from the roll
except in the case of death, or moving to another locality,
without express consent of the superintendent.
If, after making careful and extensive obeervations
regarding parents' attitudes and Interest, every effort to
secure a favorable response from the delinquent child and
parents is unavailing, ths pupils are then dropped from the
roll. Such eventualities are, fortunately, very exceptional,
stated the superintendent. The visits made by the Extension
dspartment, Sunday School visitors, teachers and officers,
total approximately one thousand per month.
Equipment. The Intermediate department is located in
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th� baseaent of the Beliglous education annex. The walla of
the assembly room and the class rooms are of yellow pastel,
with coral woodwork. Six double tube fluorescent lights pro
vide abundant lighting for the auditorium. Folding metal
ehatrs with rubber tipped legs afford comfortable seating.
Sach department has its own piano and large aovable black
board, both of whleh are painted wl�i a six point record
chart displaying the statistics of each group.
A departmental secretary's desk is in the rear of each
section of the assembly room. Several wall plugs, for the use
of moving picture projectors ets. are strategically located.
One reason for having unified Intermediate departments is to
provide a room with adequate seating space for the large group
which attends the Baptist Training Union (Young People's
Society) .
gvery class room has at least one frosted window and
some have two. A small radiator in each room permits every
class to adjust the temperature to suit. Large colored
Biblical maps and small blackboards are to be found in vir
tually every class room.
Three entrances--f ront, side and rear, provide easy
access to the auditorium. Painted signs over the double
rear entrances identify the Intermediate and all other depart
ments in the Sunday School. And above the entrance to every
classroom in the Sunday School is a painted sigh gluing the
S7
name of the claos and the teacher.
A long shelf and co&t rack for the pupils' belongings
is conveniently located along a corridor Jutt outside the
assembly room.
CHAPTER VII
THE YOUNG PEOPLE'S DEPARTMEfIT
Tha young people's division, which includes all pupils
between eighteen and twenty five years of age, is dlvldsd
according to marital status, into two departaents�the Young
Married People's, and the Young People's departments.
IhS. Young Married People's department. This group
Includes two classes, the "Steadfast Class" for young wives,
end the "Young Ken's Class," for husbands. There are no
classes for married couples on the young people's level.
Ths opening exercises are of a conventional adult
nature. They are begun with the singing of a few hymns, the
reading of Scripture, prayer, and the making of announcements.
Class room provisions are those of a plant built
twenty four years ago (1927). The Young People's departnenta
are on the right side of the church basement. The class
rooms on that side of the building are formed by adjustable
wooden partitions which are extended to divide large areas
Into class rooms, and folded bae^ to open class rooms into
each other to make rooms for assembly purposes.
This arrangement is followed in both Young People's
departments. For the opening worship service, the middle
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partitions ara opsn. At class tins tha partitions are ex*
tended acroea the roome laterally dividing each of the da-
partnental assenbly roons into two class rooas*
With the extending of the partition In the Teung
Married People's departnent, the "Steadfast Claes" and tha
"Toong Men's Class" rooas are foraed. Thus, in this depart*
aent all the pupils remain where they are for the worship
program � Thus, disturbance attendant upon olaases paaalng
to other areas Is prevented.
The membership in most classes on ths youth level is
twenty to twenty five persons. In order to meet the visl-
tstlon and other needs of these larga classes, the Young
Psopls'a and Adult departments elect seven officers for
each class. They include a elasB prsaldeni. vice president,
seeretary, treasurer, social chairman, and program chairman.
Each class officer is given s paaphlet outlining his respon*
albllltles, published by the Sunday School Board of the
Southern Baptist Convention. The class off leers, promote tha
visitation work of the class, under the guidance of the
teacher.
The Young People's department* This departaent con
stitutes four classes, the "Pioneers" and ? Joy" classes,
composed of unmarried eollsgs young aen and women respective*
ly, and the "Deborah* and "Fishers of Men" slaaaes for aingle
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young pooplo not attending school.
The meabers of these four classes meet together for
the eorship session. At class time the "Deborah" and "Fish
ers of Men" groups retire to class rooms located outside the
department area. The sooden partition in the assembly rvon
ie then drawn, foming class rooms to the "Pioneer" and "Joy"
student classes.
Although a Bible centered quarterly featuring the
Uniform Sunday School leason is used, most of the pupils
study directly from the Bible. This is due partly to the em
phasis placed upon the bringing of Bibles to Sunday School,
for which ten per cent credit under the six point system is
given. The quarterlies serve, of course, as an aid to learn
ing the lesson material, and as a guide to dally home study.
Soulpaent. The wooden partitions system of convert
ing class rooms into assembly roome and vice versa, though
sfflelent In utilising the limited space available, is not
modern or Ideal. Farther efficiency of this system, however,
ia demonstrated in the case of the monthly Teachers and
Officers' supper and meeting, for which occasion several
wells in the areas adjacent to the chureh kitchen are opened,
making one large assenbly room with the kitchen at one end.
The Toung Married People's department has froated
windows with drapes, floursscent lighting, blackboard, supply
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eabinet, and rubber tile flooring.
The Toung People's assenbly room haa a large mission
ary nap showing the areas of Southern Baptist missionaries.
The furnishings Incluie rubber tipped chairs, flourescent
lights and frosted windows with Venetian blinds. The "Fish
ers of Men" class contains a blackboard, secretary's desk,
picture of Christ in Oetheemane, linoleum on the floor, and
pastel rugs. The departmental secretary's desk is located
in the hall outside the ass�ably rooms.
Tha phyaieal equiiment, though efficient and adequate,
does not contribute as significantly to the success of those
departments as It does in the cabe of all the departments
previously considered, or the adult group discussed in chap
ter IX*
CHAPTER VIII
THE ADULT DEPARTMENT
ThB Adult d�pArta�iit also Is divided into t�e dspsrt*
nsnts, one for young adults, ranging In ags fron tssnty fivs
to forty flTs, snd tho adult departaent for those over forty
five.
Ths Yeung Adult depsrtaent. This departaent is
loeatsd in ths Religious Ednoatlon annex, direetly shove
the Intsraedlsts dspsrtaents, and covers an equal area.
The opening worahip service is conventional and short,
consisting of several hymns, prayer, and announcements lay
ths departmental superintendent. Benson states that In tha
Adult department the organized class overahadows dspsrtmental
organization, and thus, platfora axerelasa are comparatively
brief Class organization was found to b� the greatest
difference between the Adult and the Teimg People *a depart
nenta.
The Adult department consists of only four elaaaes,
the "Victory Class" for married couples, the "Wlnaoas" and
"Euzellan" elassea for ladies only (married and single).
S Clarence H, Benson, The Sunday School in Action
(Chicago: Moody Press, 1941), p. 811.
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and tha "FaXloaahip Claaa" for single and married men.
This variety of classes presents a program dealgned to fit
individual preferences.
Each class, averaging approximately sixty members,
elects seven class officers. At ths bsglnnlng of the class
sessions, the president of the class presides, giving the
announcements pertaining to the activities and Interests of
the elaaa.
Each class is divided into four groups of about
fifteen aanbars. The groups each elect their own group
CNiptatins nho are responsible for maintaining and enlarging
the Interests and attsndance of their respective groups.
Tka captains, responsible for the visitation work among
their own group nsabers, may solicit the help of any other
group member In the visiting of slsk and absent
members.
In the married couple's class, contests are contin
ually waged among the four groups. The contest scores
are
baaed upon the six point record system. All the individual
scores are tallied to get the c omposite score of the group.
An elaborate chart in front of the room graphically displays
the comparative atandings of the groups. After the con
clusion of each contest, which is of several weeks duration,
the winning group, at the expense of the losers, is treated
to a ehlll dinner in the church.
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The teaeher of the class visited evidenced all the
qualities which make for a superior teacher. She possessed
not only complete mastery of the lesson material, but a com
prehensive graap of the entire book, Kark*s Gtospel the sub
ject of study. Thus she taught not only the lesson material
but gave it rl^ background and perspective. At the close
of the period she exhorted the class members to be friendly
to visitors�always a pertinent suggestion. The curriculum
Is thoroughly Bible centered.
EQUlpnent. The entire department building Including
the classrooms is furnished with folding metal chairs with
rubber tips on the legs. Th� assembly room is decorated in
light green pastel with dark green trim. Along the right
side of the room are six frosted windows with Venetian blinds,
which together with the flourescent fixtures, provide abund
ant light. A long row of coat hangers extends along the
rear wall. The entrance is at the left rear corner of the
assembly room.
In the right rear corner of the room is an attractive
departmental secretary's desk and a supply cabinet. A large
movable blackboard with a six-point chart printed on one side,
stands in front of the room. Thm statistics of the four
classes are entered on the chart each Sunday, with outstand
ing results circled in a contrasting colored chalk to attract
special attention.
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Th� class rooffls have frosted windows with Venetian
blinds, and flourescent lighting decorated in pastel coral.
Two of the classes have large blackboards, two have charts
showing the comparative scores of the groups, and one has
eight large Biblical maps and a small library of excellent
devotional books including eight by D. L. Moody.
The Adult department for persons over forty five years
of age. A further word from Benson is relevant in regard to
this department:
Having put forth our best efforts for the most impor
tant years, those of childhood and adolescents, we leave
. . . the adults to the last. To save expense, it is
recommended that the church audi tor itw be used for the
Adult department. 6
All members of the senior Adult group meet in the
c^iurch auditorium for the short opening exercises, the women
on the left side of the building and the men on the right.
After the conclusion of th� preliminaries the ladies retire
to class rooms in the basement, while the men remain in the
auditorium for the class period. Thus, there is only one
senior adult men's class. The ladies group comprises a total
�
of five classes numbering twenty five to thirty members each.
The women's classes include a Business Women's class.
In the class visited in this departaent, the teacher
6 Clarence H. Benson, The Sunday Sehool in Action
(Chicago: Moody Press, 1941;, p. 215.
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ejWMpXified a sweet Christian spirit, anple training and
clear teaching alms. In teaching the Bible centered curric
ulum. It was her aim to apply the lesson truths to practical
aspects of Christian living.
All classrooms in this department had blue pastel
walls, all but one had linoleum covered floors, and a
blackboard. Three had sscretary's desks.
CHAPTER IX
THE EXTENSION DEPARTMENT
The Extension departaent, a vital part of the Sirnday
School program la conducted by a superintendent and six
call ere, two men and four women, each of whom calls at six
homes per week, an average of one for each week day. These
people regularly visit shut-ins, and those who are occupation-
ally prevented fron attending Sunday School.
The visitors enter a monthly report to the general
superintendent, with a report on every member of the exten
sion department. Each person enrolled Is given credit for
hsvlng his Sundey School lesson prepared and for conducting
family worship. Also, each member is given each Issue of
the monthly magazine The Christian Home, published by the
Sunday School Board of the Southern Baptist Convention.
Part of a recent association meeting, attended by a
large number of teachers and officers from Southern Baptist
Sunday Schools in the surrounding area, and sponsored by the
Southern Baptist Sunday School Board, was given to an Exten
sion conference. The theme of this conference was "Our Part
in the Revival Meetings."'''
IM Sy^day School Bulletin. Sunday School Depart
ment, Baptist Sunday School Board: Volume VIII, March 1951.
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The theme was developed by the following statements:
Evangelism�All Important Aim in Extension Work; Eaeh year
hundreds of conversions are reported among Sunday workers
and the elderly and ill people enrolled in our Extension
department.�
This is to be realized by:
Reaching Those Who Cannot Attend the Revival Meeting.
(This refere to the Baptist Simultaneous Revivals for
all churehea in the denomination East of the ^Isslaalppi
River.) Many will not be able to attend, but we must
work diligently for conversion of all unaavsd members.
1. Covenant together as a department to pray for each
loat member. 2. Write to the Sunday School Department,
Baptist Sunday School Board, Nashville Tennessee, for
naterials to be used in presenting plan of salvation.
3. Ask your pastor to call on unsaved in an effort to
lead them to Christ.^
The prograra of the Extension department is seen to be
designed expressly for realizing the evangelistic aim of the
church.
8 Lpc. cit.
9 Loc. cit.
CHAPTER X
SOOOESTED DENOMINATIONAL TRAINING PROSBAMS
Fifty years ago Southern Baptists Inaugurated the
Initial effort In training Sunday School workers. As a
result, they led other religious bodies in building great
Bible teaching agencies in the churches. Beginning with one
^ook, Moraal Studies I, the Southern Baptists now haws a
training course of sixty three books. Any student of
Southern Baptist history would give the promotion of the
training course much credit for bringing the denomination
to Its present state of achievement and influence in CSiris-
tlan Edacatlon.
The neceaalty of Intenelfied training programs. The
Ood-glven task of teaching and winning a lost world demands
the best, and ths best prepared workers that can be obtained.
There is a vsry great turnover in personnel in the
Sunday School each year. New workers need Immediate training
so that adjaatmenta may be made itoich will prevent discourage-
12
oent and early resignation.*"
A. V. Washburn, Suggest Training Programs for Sun
day School iorkers. Division of Education and Promotion,
ISshville: Baptist Sunday School Board, 1947), p. 1.
Ibid., p. 2.
12 Loc. cit.
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Prseeat world noods and opportiinltlea alao demand
training programs. A ntatituda of oonaeoratod Christian
workers must be enlisted in the work of the chureh to reach
ana teach the millions #10 know not Christ as Saviour.
Indiwidaal study plans . Any church worker, pastor,
dspsrtmentsl offiosr, Sunday Sehool teaeher or officer may
sapplsment his work in the Sunday School Training course,
by personsl study following the Individual Study Plan i4il<^
beat asets the demands of his office in the work of the
church.
Upon meeting the requirements of the prescribed course,
of the Southern Baptist denomination, which Inoludea the
reading of foar booka on certain toples, and aubaltting of
other work to ths state secretary, the student is awarded a
Sanday S^ool Worker* a Diploma. The studying of four addi
tional books Is required for receiving each of the three
aaals, rsd, blue, and gold, to be attached to his diploma.
Thus, tha acquiring of a Worker's Dlploaa with all three
seala Involve the oonpletion of the study of slxtsen prescribed
books.
The Sunday Schoo;i Training Course . This course of
sixty three books include ths study of the Bible, evangelism,
Ibid., p. 4.
^* Ibid., p. 11
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mothods of Stmday School work, teaching, doctrine, and
special studies. The aim of the course is to provide a
comprehensive and practical study of the entire field of
Sunday School work.^�
A series of three diplomas is offered by the Sunday
School Board of the Southern Eteiptist Convention on the com
pletion of the study of specific books in the Sunday School
Training Course, These diplomas are: Sunday School Worker's
Diploma, Sunday S^eol Worker's Advanced Diploma, and the
Sunday School Worker's Master Diploma,^�
As in the case of the Individual Study Plans, four
booka am required for each diploma, and four additional
books for each of the three seals. Three seals eaeh for the
Advaneed and Master diplomas may also be earned. Thtts six
teen books are required for tho a warding of eaeh conpleted
dlpXcNBa, making a total of forty eight books needed for the
three completed diplomas*
Of seventeen books available on the Bible, ten must
be studied to receive three completed diplomas. Of seven
books on administration, six must be read. Six books eaeh
on teaching and doctrine and evangelism must be studied, as
well as two books on deportment (the department of the
L0�, Cit,
Ubid. . p, 13.
Loc. cit.
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Sunday School in which the student ia working) and eighteen
optional books.
Reguirenents for credits. In order to maintain rea-
sonsble educational standards, the following requirements are
set up: (1) The student must be fifteen yeara of age or
older. (�) Students must attend at leaat six forty-five
minute class periods. Where students attsnd as many as five
class periods, an award will be granted if the student takes
a written examination on the chapters studied in class, and
studies the remaining chapters of the book in accordance with
requireaents, and sul^its a paper to the teacher. (3) The
student aust take a written examination, making a minimum
grade of seventy per cent. (4) The student must certify
that the textbook has been read. Teachers of classes are
given, without special examination, the same award as is
18
provided for the classes which they teach.
A church program of training. The chief problem in
building better Sunday Schools continues to be the lack of
trained workers. One authority has stated that eighty five
per cent of the sucess of a Sunday School is determined by
the teachers. ^9 Southern Baptist churches most successful
^� Loc. cit.
1^ Clarence H. Penson, ^IS. ^yx^^Y School in Action
(Chicago: Moody Frees, 1941), p. 315.
In training taaehera Include the following proTlslons in
their progran;
(1) An aaaistant auperlntendant le placed In charge
of the training. The importance of training demands full
time, oversight and work. With one person devoting his full
attention to this program, better results are almost inevit
able.
(2) A training policy is adopted. A school which
has adopted a definite training policy makes it much easier
to induce workers to better prepare themselves. Jf every
worker knows that his church and school place a high evalua
tion on Sunday School work, he will feel more inclined to
measure up to high standards.
(3) Records of training are kept* Training records
are stimulated and plans for training more Intelligently are
made possible by keeping an accurate record of awards* The
Sunday School Board supplies free of charge, "Our Workers
In Training" wall charts and individual cards for setting
up a file of training awards. In order to secure information
relative to the training which a person may have previously
had, a letter of inquiry to the Sunday Sehool Deparl^ent of
the Baptist Sunday School &>ard, will bring such information.'
'^^ A. V. Washburn, Suggested Training Programs for
Sunday School Workers. The Sunday School Department, Division
of Education and Promotion, (Nashville, Tenn.: Baptist
Sunday School Board, 1947), jk. 7,
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(4) Training weeks are listed In the church calendar,
A definite schedule of training activities Is fornulated
sufficiently early to allow for extensive publicity- Some
churches have one training school each year, some have two,
others three, and some have four schools, depending upon
their respective personnel needs. The church under consider
ation conducts three such courses each year. �ach course
consists of ten hours of study, given twe hours each night
for five consecutive week nights. Often the services of a
guest fainister or Bible scholar are secured for teaching the
courses.
Some of the teachers, after completing each course,
frame their diplomas, with any seals they may have earned,
and display them in their classrooms.
CHAPTER XI
PROMOTIONAL MEANS AND ACTIVITIES
Every sacoesefuX Simday School carriea on some pro
gram for promoting interest among its constituents. Part
of the promotional program conducted by the school under
consideration is conventional, and part of it is unique.
In this chapter the outstanding means employed for creating
and maintaining interest will be enumerated and briefly dis-
cusssd.
Monthly teachers' and officers* meetings, discussing
the importsnce of teachers' and officers' meetings, Benson
states :
A reasonable amoxxnt expended by the Sunday School in
maintaining a good teachers' meeting is one of the best
investments it can make. A wholesome supper served each
month to all the teachers and officers will greatly pro
mote their interest in this Important evening for business.
Inspiration, and fellowship.
In the church school observed in this study, these
occasions are not formal teaching functions, but hours of
fellowship in which teachers share experiences, gain a sense
of "belonging," and receive spiritual uplift which inspires
them to greater realization of the aims of the church in
their teaching.
21 Clarence H. Benson, The Sunday School in Action
(Chicago; Moody Press, 1941), p. E39.
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Not only all Siinclay School aaparlntandanta and assi84-
ants, teachera and assistants, and departmental officers
attend the oieetings, hnt the class officers from all classes
in the Young People's and Adult departments are present.
Sach Sunday School department sponsors the Teachers' and
Officers' Meeting once each year. That is, the Sunday School
workers. Including class officers from the department whose
responsibility it is to conduct the affair on a given night,
arrange and decorate the tables, and help prepare and serve
the food.
The meeting includes a dinner and a season of fellow
ship, followed by announcements, a word of commendation to a
teaeher who has done outstanding w ork ths past month, and an
exhortation to others. Future plans and goals ars discussed.
A guest speaker, usually a minister, concludes the occasion
with a message designed to challenge the workers.
The church employs a dietician who supervises the
selection and preparation of food for all church meals*
geakly teachers * and officers' meetings. Although
not yet begun, weekly meetings for all Sunday School workers
will be Included in the church calendar within the near
future. In these meetings the pastor will teach the lesson
for the following Sunday and discuss teaching problems, and
ways to best carry out the aims of the church. The meetings
will probably be conducted on Friday or Saturday evenings*
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Meetings of this nature are being used quite exten
sively and with great effectiveness among Southern Baptist
churches. Continuous effort ie being made toward universal
use of this type of meeting through out the denomination.
Transportation. The church owns a large bus which
is used extensively every week. The bus driver, who is paid
twenty fire dollars per month, travels a prescribed route of
several miles, each trip, enlarging his group of passengers
along the way. The bus affords the church people free means
of transportation not only to Sunday School, but to raid-week
prayer meetings, teacher training meetings. Vacation Bible
School, and other special occasions. On Sundays the bus
travels the route before Sunday School, and makes a return
trip immediately following the morning worship service.
Pronotion day. Because of the sise of the Sunday
School, no auditorium exercises are held on the Sunday in
which children are promoted from one grade to another.
Departmental programs are carried on exclusively within
each group. The pupils do not receive certificates when
they advance within the same department, that is, from
the four year old to the five year old Beginners' depart
ment. Certificates are given however, when promotions are
made from one department to another.
Special season programs . Again, bscause of the slzs
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of the Sunday School manbership, no Chriatnas, Easter, or
other seasonal programs are given In the church auditorium.
Instead, special programs are conducted by each group of
children In their own department. On these occasions
Nursery and Beginner pupils are remembered with candy and
other favors.
Junior and Intermediate dinners. This is a unique
promotional activity designed to maintain and enlarge the
Interest of the pupils in these two departments. On the
first iionday evening in each month, the Women's Missionary
Union of the church sponsors and prepares a dinner given
expressly for the Junior and Intermediate children. Follow
ing the dinner is a short program which Is conducted by the
children. The twenty dollars given by the Women's Mission
ary Union each month to cover the expenses of these meetings
is considered a very good investment. These dinners are
high points in the church life of the young people.
Hursery Day and Hursery Tea. Although ho Sunday
School programs are held in the auditorium, the Cradle Roll
and Nursery departments do receive special auditorium recog
nition. One Sunday each year' is caller:! Nursery Day. During
the morning worship service the parents and children gather
at the front of the auditorium and are given special notice.
As part of the ceremonies, a prize is given to the youngest
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girl and boy in attendance.
Also unique among proreotional activities of the Sun
day School is the annual Nursery Tea. This feetivit^^ held
during the week prior to Hursery Eay in the auditorium, is
sponsored by the Cradle Roll and Nursery departments, and
is given in honor of all mothers of Cradle r611 and Hursery
children. Needless to say, this strengthens the ties be
tween the home and the church.
Census . This activity is considered an important
adjunct to the promotional work of the church. Annually,
under the auspicea of the Baptist Sunday School Board, all
churches under its jurisdiction conduct a neighborhood
census on a designated Sunday afternoon. Organised into
small groups which cover a specific area, these visitors
call in all homes, and obtain the information requested on
the Census card, published by the Baptist Sunday i>chooi
Board. The entire adult membership of the church is urged
to cooperate in this enterprise. Through this canvas,
information regarding the spiritual needs, snd consequently,
the opportunities for service in the surrounding community
are ascertained.
Attendance drives. Among the attendance drives
which are conducted throughout the year is the one held in
conjunction with the Simultaneous Revival. For several
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weeks prior to the revive! the drive is conducted, and is
concluded on the final day of the special evangelistic effort.
To promote this drive, paper slips are distributed among the
church constituency. On each of these slips Is a Sunday
School attendance pledge which each person is requested to
sign. These signed slips are then gathered and gluod to
gether in the form of chains, which are displayed in the
various departaents of the Sunday School. The progress of
the drive is indicated by the length of the chains.
The effectiveness of this type of drive is attested
by the nost recent effort, in which the attendance goal sought
was not only reached, but was exceeded by eight per cent.
Coordinating the drive with the revival meeting is an
effective use of means toward realizing the aim of the church-
that of reaching the greatest possible number of people with
^e Gospel.
CHAPTSH XII
THE STANDARD OF EXCSLLEIJCi.
The Sundey Sehool Departaent of the Baptist Sunday
School Board, maintains criteria for evaluating the work
of the sehoola. This criteria is in the form of a printed
Standard of excellence for Bapt tat Sunday School a. which
aeryes as a guide for promoting the Bible teaching program
in the Southern Baptist Sunday Schools. In order to be rec
ognised as a standard school, each school must fulfill the
reuqirementa stated in the standard, and submit an applica
tion to the atate Sunday School secretary for endorsement.
The application contains twenty-nine questions relatire to
fulfilling tha standard which must be anawered te the satis
faction of the Sunday School Board* The Sunday School under
consideration Is reooipaized as a standard sehool.
Some of the requireaents comprising the Standard of
Excellence are Included In the following statements:
(1> The church shall elect the officers and teachera.
(2) The sehool shall make monthly or quarterly reports
to the church*
Standard Excellence for ^ptlst Smiday Schools
The Sunday Sd^ool Department, DlTlsion of Education and
Promotion, (NashTllits, Tenn., Baptist Sunday tichool Board,
1948).
6�
(3) The enrollment of the school shall at least equal
the number of resident church members as recognised by the
church.
<4) The school shall promote a program for visitation.
(5) The Bible shall be used as the textbook of the
school.
(6) The officers and teachers shall provide opportun
ities for the pupils to use their Bibles in the s^eol.
(7) The officers and teachers shall encourage the
pupils and their parents to engage In dally family Bible
reading and prayer.
(8) An average of at least seventy per cent of the
officers, teachers and pupils above eight years of age attedd-
Ing the school shall remain for the preaching services.
(9) The ^glnners and Primaries shall be encouraged to
remain for the preaching services.
<11) The teachers shall earnestly seek to lead their
pupils nh� are not Christians to a personal acceptance
of
Christ as Saviour and Lord.
(12) The superintendent and pastor shall give frequent
opportunities for the pupils who are not Christians
to con
fess Oirist publicly, and urge them to do so.
(13) Ths Sunday sessions of the school shall be at
least one hour in length, preferably one hour and fifteen
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minutes.
(14) Each age group below tha Intermediates shall be
separated fron the remainder of the school at least for the
class sessions by walla, movable partitions, screens, or
curtains.
(15J /�t least fifty per cent of the classes above the
Juniors shall be separated frora the remainder of the school
for the class sessions by walls, movable partitions, screens,
or curtains.
(16) The school shall use the six point record aystem.
(17) The school shall conduct at least one training
school each year completing at least one book in the Sunday
School Training Course.
(18; The school shall support the ehurch program and
promote the general miaalonary, educational, and benevolent
causes fostered by the denomination.
The Sunday School applies annually for standard rec
ognition by sulMiittlng an application to the atate Sunday
School secretary*
23 Loc. cit.
CHAPTER XIII
SPECIALIZED LITERATURE
This chapter ia given to a diacuaaion of three apecial
types of literature published by the Baptist Sunday School
Board. The first group is designed to aid teachers and offi
cers In effecting their sacred missions, and the second, to
aid elaaa officers in fulfilling their reeponalbllitlea. In
the third group ia the periodical published expressly for
parents and Extension members, to stimulate the eatabliahlng
and maintaining of Christian homes.
Literature for teachers an<^ officers. Large, closely
graded teachers* magazlnea are given to each superintendent
and teaeher in the two and three year Huraery departnenta, and
in the Beginners and Primary departments.
The Wursery class teachers* magazine, which is publlshsd
quarterly, contains asveral instructive articles to help the
teacher become more proficient both in her teaching and In her
understanding of the pupils and their needs. One Raptor aug-
gestlng various materials and equipnent that may be used In
teaching the lesson is Included. Extensive lesson material,
Implemented with storlss and an outline of the purpose of each
session is provided. There are suggestions for making the
best use of activity portions of the Sunday School hour, and
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for oondttcting opoclal aetlvltioa, auoh as a trip to the
church auditorium.
The Junior teachers* manual includes instructions for
making lesson plans, with directions for use of the Eible,
songs, pictures, and memory work. Articles dsaling with
methods of studying the lesson, the Scriptures, and the
children are included. Meeting the needs of ths pupils
through the lessons ia considered. ComprehenslTe lesson
plans Integrating teaching goals and actlTlties are presented
in conjunction with each lesson. The teaching aids include
a list of experiences common to children of this age, which
helps the teacher establish contact with, and more effeetlwely
help the children. The teaching goals and means for realising
them are rspsstedly enphasized.
There is s speeial quarterly for teachera of young
people and adulta. Thla publication, called The Teacher,
contains nuneroua challenging devotional writinga, artlolea
eoncarnlng batter methoda for better teaching, and a variety
of lesson aids. Among these aids is an outline of the Sun
day School atudles for the entire quarter. During one
quarter in whleh the Gospel by Mark was studied, it was pre-
eented in ccMiprehensive outline form.
Articles on studying the Bible lesson, planning the
leason, and guiding lesson preparation are included. �.ach
Sunday's lesson, together with applications of the truths
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containad therein, are presented in outline form. Not only
is the leason aim kept before the teacher, but the over all
aim for the quarter is emphasized.
A magazine dealing with every phase of Sunday School
organization and administration is called The Sunday School
Builder. It contains several devotional articles as well as
writings on that familiar subject, the purpose of the Sunday
School. Articles on teacher training and improvement, family
altars, and extension work are included. Helpful articles
for teachers in every department of the school, which includes
outlines of assembly programs for all dspartments above the
Beginners, are presented. Even lesson expositions are to be
found. This magazine, printed monthly, serves as an organ
for integrating the work of the entire Sunday School with
the prograra of the Sundey School Board.
Pamphlets are available dealing with every specific
teaching office in the Sunday Sehool. For Instance, ten
pamphlets have been published which are concerned with every
phase of teaching �Juniors. Periodicals of a similar nature
are available for teachers and superintendents of every de
partment in the Sunday School. Even included in the liter
ature, are guides covering the work of the pianist and song
leader in each department.
Literature for class officers. For each of the seven
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class officers in all Yoang People and Adult classes, in-
structiYS literature is available. The secretary of the
church has a library of pamphlets covering all class of
fices. ?rhen a student is elected to a class office, he or
she is given a pamphlet outlining the responsibilities and
opportunities of his office.
The magazine for the home. This monthly magazine,
called Home Life is a Christian family publication given to
all neabers of the Extension department, and to parents of
Cradle Roll and Nursery children. Articles include a ques
tion and answer page, in which questions growing out of
spiritual problems of readers are answered by Robert Q. Lee,
President of the Southern Baptist Convention.
A stirring article in the May, 1951 issue is entitled
^Paganism In the Christian Home." i^nother, called "Jesus
on Divorce," is an exposition of Mark 10:1-12, giving the
Scriptural position on marriage. Contained in the pages
of this magazine are devotional readings for each day through
out the month. There is even a cross-word puzzle composed
of words from the Plble; a list of scripture passages is
presented, but with a key word missing frora each verse. The
blanks in the cross word puzzle are to be filled in with the
missing words. Several wholesome short stories are included.
This magazine has a very attractive cover--a natural
color photograph of a family engaged in family worahip
indicative of the teaching content within ita pagea.
CHAPTER XIV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
SmMBary* In this project It wss sought to diseover
Uis reasons for the success of ths Sundsy Sddool considered.
This church, hessnss it bslieyes In the Bible as ths Word
of Qod, opsrstss by the rule that evsngsllsn by the church,
snd for ths snlsrgsnent of the Body of Christ, Is its purpose
for being.
Rspestsdly it has been emphasised that the Sunday
School in Its sntlrsty� ths materials, the lesson subject
natter, the extenaion and visitation work, teacher training,
promotional moans and activities, snd even the arehiteeture
are in order to the realization of the inclusive aim of the
church.
Conolusion. Because the church has been entrusted
with the task of progating the Oospel, it Is the most
purposeful of Institutions, with opportunities and responsi
bilities belonging to no o^er organization. Adherence to
the teachings of Scripture naturally demands the acceptance
of certain theological and philosophical beliefs. Out of
the magnitude and experienced validity of these bellsfs,
come strong convictions. From the nature of these beliefs
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emanate staunch aims. Bscause the nature of these aims is
demanding, jyositiTS and purposeful courses of action result
from adherence to them.
In order that a church fulfill its sacred trust it
must be integrated in terms of belief, aim and function.
For a ehurch to fail at any of these points� to lay only
nominal claim to its purposs and heritage, to have nebulous
aims, to be haphazardly integrated, means a comparatively
aealc and ineffectual program. Thus, this Sunday School is
suesessful because:
(1) The Bible is the basic premise.
(2) The chureh members have vitally appropriated the
teachings of the Bible.
(3) These teachings, given authority by Christian
experience, have resulted in convictions.
(4) Ths nature of these teachings has effected a
dynamic inclusive aim.
(5) A purposeful integration of this aim and every
phase and function of the Sunday School has been realized
and is being maintained.
Criticisms. The Primary department for six and
seven year olds Is much too crowded. The church is plan
ning to build Increased facilities in the near future.
The Intermediates are the youngest group to elect
seven class officers per class. Many authorities believe
that Juniors should also elect their own class officers.
They enjoy carrying responsibilities and holding adminia-
tratlvs capacities.
The Toung Adult classes, with sixty nenbere each,
are nueh too large. Forty menbers ia considered the max-
imuB nuttber for an ideal adult class*
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